Land seismic data in Saudi Arabia is always challenging thus hindering any technique relying on pre-stack information such as for instance full-waveform inversion (FWI). While many sophisticated algorithms for noise removal exist, the greatest power remains with final stack for imaging. We show how power of stacking can be harvested to enhance raw broadband 3D land data for various pre-stack applications using smart super grouping. We design large super groups both in inline and crossline directions and devise smart stacking procedures adapted to variable spatial sampling in each direction. We demonstrate on synthetic data that at low frequencies (< 8Hz) reflections and diving waves are identical on point-source and super-group data. On real 3D broadband data, super grouping greatly enhances signal-to-noise ratio and produces data ready for FWI starting from lowest sweep frequency. Advanced stacking with complex data-driven weights can also enhance high-frequency reflection data for processing and imaging. We illustrate both of these points by applying smart shot-based super groups on a 3D seismic dataset from Saudi Arabia acquired with broadband sweep 2-90 Hz.
Introduction
Land seismic data from desert environment is generally of poor quality. As such, any techniques relying on pre-stack data require specialized heavy pre-processing often of a custom nature. Fullwaveform inversion (FWI) is one such approach that relies on ability to measure pre-stack signals of interest that can be fit with a rather simple subsurface model. Due to hierarchical nature, FWI success often hinges on ability to reliably extract low-frequency information starting from 1.5-2 Hz. This task is quite challenging for conventionally acquired land broadband data. Baeten et al (2013) presented an example of 2D land data that was carefully pre-processed for FWI with elaborate multi-step flow to preserve and highlight pre-stack signals at low frequencies. In this study, we aim at enhancing 3D broadband land data and take a different approach with a simpler implementation. We employ areal super groups of vibrators and receivers that allow enhancing signals of interests. While in one (better sampled) spatial direction this may be considered as classic group forming, in another direction (with sparser sampling) we have to employ a common-offset summation to enhance signals. Super groups produce greatly enhanced low-frequency data almost ready for FWI and require little additional processing. Super groups also prove useful at much higher frequencies provided smart weighted stacking is applied instead of simple stacking valid at low frequencies. We demonstrate effect of smart super grouping using 3D broadband land dataset of moderate complexity from Saudi Arabia.
Method
We focus on a typical 3D orthogonal land acquisition geometry that is currently used in Saudi Arabia. The receivers listening to each shot are densely sampled along parallel receiver lines, whereas shots are densely sampled along parallel shot lines that are orthogonal to receivers (Vermeer et al., 2005) . We illustrate the concept using 3D broadband dataset from Eastern province of Saudi Arabia. First, we select a geometry of an areal super group. Once the super group is defined, we consider two methods to enhance signal-to-noise ratio: 1) simple stack of the individual shot gathers forming the super group; 2) advanced weighted stack of the shot gathers from the super group. The second approach provides proper phase shifts for each frequency component of the data so that higher frequencies are better preserved during stacking. For the dataset at hand, the super group is mainly governed by the shot side and the simple stack is implemented as follows: 1) parallel to shot lines: 3-5 vibrator positions with 50 m sampling (100-200 m) are grouped together to suppress arrivals with low apparent velocity and enhance reflections and diving waves that have relatively high apparent velocity; 2) perpendicular to shot lines, we take 3-5 shot lines with 250 m sampling (500-1,000 m) and apply stacking of common-offset traces from neighboring shot stations (Figure 2 ). This approach seems to work well for mild to moderate lateral velocity variations. Numerical experiments with synthetic data demonstrate that a simple stack does not distort desired signals at low frequencies (up to 6-8 Hz) even for models with complex near-surface velocity variations.
To improve the signal quality for higher frequencies we introduce a weighted stack with special amplitude and phase corrections for each frequency component of different common-shot gathers (CSG) in a super group. (Monzingo and Miller, 1980, Panea and Drijkoningen, 2008) . After computing optimal complex weights, we stack the original frequency panels with the corresponding weights:
. Finally, we perform an additional noise suppression in each stacked frequency panel using a K-L filter. This procedure delivers enhanced single-frequency panel for a shot super group that could be direct input to the frequency-domain FWI, or an array of processed frequency panels can be converted back to the time domain for further processing.
To demonstrate that both simple and weighted stacks do not distort desired low-frequency signals for a wide class of velocity models, we calculated synthetic seismograms for the 3D SEG/EAGE model using 3D acquisition geometry form the field data. Figure 3 shows a comparison of the 6 Hz frequency panels for the collocated point source and super group obtained with simple and weighted stacks of 20 CSGs. We can clearly see that smart super grouping does not distort the signals at low frequencies, except in the small vicinity of the shot. Extensive acoustic modelling suggests that even in models with strong lateral variations, we do not observe significant distortions at the low frequencies (up to 6-8 Hz). As such, the FWI of the super group and point source data delivers identical subsurface models. While synthetic tests with super groups demonstrate little distortions of the signals, when we apply them to real data, our main goal is to suppress noise. Figure 4 shows comparison of the low-frequency component (2-6 Hz) of the field data before and after enhancement, using a super group with a weighted stack of 20 CSG. We obtain significant improvements of the signal and suppression of non-coherent events and shear-wave related energy. In the same Figure we also compare 2 Hz frequency panels (the lowest frequency in the sweep) before and after super grouping. We observe a dramatic improvement in the signal-to-noise ratio (not reproducible in synthetic modeling) while having a reasonable assurance that signals of interest are preserved. Smart super grouping becomes an enabler for land FWI using broadband seismic data with a weak low-frequency component. th EAGE Conference & Exhibition 2015 IFEMA Madrid, Spain, 1-4 June 2015
While it is intuitive that large super groups should be effective at low frequencies, it turns out that they can also help at significantly higher frequencies as well. Figure 5 shows an example of reflection data from the same dataset now pre-processed for imaging using a standard flow. Despite elaborate noise removal, pre-stack events on a single shot gather remain heavily obscured by noise, whereas smart super grouping greatly enhances visibility and quality of reflected events. We also note that as expected, the weighted stack does a much better job at preserving and enhancing higher frequencies.
Conclusions
We have presented a simple, robust and efficient approach for enhancing pre-stack land 3D seismic data using smart super grouping. We demonstrated the process for creating shot super groups on a field dataset from Saudi Arabia with typical 3D land orthogonal geometry. Similar principles can be applied on both source and receiver domains, or combinations thereof. We presented two methods of super grouping based on simple and advanced weighted stacks. On synthetic data, we prove that both methods do not considerably distort low-frequency signals of interest, whereas on field data, we achieve significant signal-to-noise improvements that produce FWI-ready data, starting from the lowest swept frequency of 2 Hz. A weighted stack performs significantly better than a straight stack at higher frequencies, and delivers greatly enhanced reflection data that could be used for various other pre-stack applications. 
